
 
 

Britain was celebrating its Railway Bi-

Centenary, 200 years since the first train 

journey and having enjoyed the scenic 

trip from St Erth in Cornwall to London, 

we were now looking forward to the 

return journey. Our Travelodge needed to 

be vacated by 12 noon and instead of 

wrestling our baggage on and off buses 

and the underground rail system, Beryl 

and myself negotiated a deal with an 

obliging taxi driver to take us direct to 

Paddington Station. Arriving with plenty 

of time to spare and with our grandchildren in 

mind we marked the occasion by buying a 

Paddington Bear. We settled with our gear at a 

coffee table under the grand arches of the 

railway station. It was pointless to unfold a 

paper or open a book.  The action and 

entertainment of the masses proved far too 

compelling. The electronic board displaying 

train times reminded us to beware of thieves 

and pick pockets, so with a close eye on our 

possessions we watched the unusual parade. 

 

A business man with a rucksack on his back, 

an Afro person with tight dangling dreadlocks, 

a policeman walking beneath his large ‘bobby 

helmet’, umbrellas and cases on wheels, 

computer bags and children in prams. This endless cross-section of humanity seemed 

to be going somewhere, passing us by, but we were meant to rest and ponder!! It was 

a timely wait. We had experienced Victoria Station and now Paddington. This sorting 

house of humanity seemed to prepare us for our pilgrimage by rail, historically one of 

the few arteries that has taken the outside world over the Tamar river into the 

Kingdom of Kernow, that land apart, the land of Lyonnesse, the place of romance, 

mystery and legend. 

 

Two cheeky pigeons under our table picked at invisible crumbs ignoring our presence 

and oblivious to the drama of train travel that over the years had provided countless 

crumbs for railway pigeons. The first locomotive journey took place in 1804 and the 

dawn of the Great Western Railway in 1833 and the work of West Cornwall Railway 

later led to a passenger service between Penzance and Redruth in 1852. This was soon 

after great-great grandfather Curnow and family had left the village of Newtown to 

sail to Port Adelaide. In those days the service pioneered the opening of Cornwall to 

the rest of Britain. The serpent of steel picked up flowers and vegetables from the 

Marazion Station providing quick access to London markets.  

 

On this day there was no steam billowing on the dusty platform or lovers saying their 

tearful goodbyes, but our train was soon gliding through the grot and graffiti 
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decorated tracks of urban London. No clickety-clack of yesteryear now, simply the 

smooth, surging thrust forward of the long distance rail coach.   

 

We had a table to share with passengers sitting opposite. An elderly gentleman and a 

lady bundled into their seats and chatted so loudly in fine English style that it was 

impossible to ignore them. He held a position in volunteer training, an organization 

involving 4 million people.  The train sped on over a number of bridges and passed a 

few industrial sites. Announcement; “The buffet bar is now open. Pasties and drinks 

are now available”. Our train passed over a river where lazy moored houseboats lined 

the banks. They seemed to mock our speeding busy way of travel but we had settled 

into the rhythm and by now and nothing would deny us the sheer pleasure. 

 

We streaked through corridors of green vegetation and open fields with a small 

cottage in the distance flying a Union Jack. This was British Rail, at its best. Richard 

Trevithick, the early Cornish inventor (still celebrated on Trevithick day) was one of 

the first to develop ideas on high-pressure steam – the father of all rail transport.  The 

first steam-propelled locomotive carried passengers from Rosewarne to Beacon Hill 

and was unveiled on Christmas Eve 1801. The event was celebrated with roast goose 

and is recalled in the Cornish Song, “Going up Camborne Hill.” The power of high 

pressure steam was applied to rail transport in 1 July 1804. Trevithick’s locomotive 

carried 10 tons of iron and 70 men for nine miles at Penydraen in South Wales. The 

brilliance of a Cornishman and development through the industrial age had all 

contributed to the enjoyment of 

our journey in 2004. We were told 

the King Class locomotive reigned 

on this track for 30 years taking 

six and a half hours to cover the 

distance. A brand new locomotive, 

“The Tintagel Castle” had been 

unveiled by First Great Western 

earlier this year to operate 

exclusively on the “Night Riverina Service”. Costing 1.2 million pounds this would 

be one of four new class 57 locomotives soon to operate and to link London to 

Penzance.  

 

Simon, the conductor checked our tickets with a pleasing rather than intimidating 

manner. This was clearly a passenger friendly service. Reading was our first major 

station. A large covered platform lined with passengers waited our arrival. A 

connecting Virgin train stood patiently waiting on the other platform. The journey 

continued with a flurry of papers, The Times, Daily Mail, The Independent, but for 

those more attuned to experiencing 

the immediate world around them, the 

green countryside dotted with rolled 

bales of hay and sheep was far more 

refreshing. Being seated towards the 

rear, the long rectangular windows 

stretching the length of the coach 

provided a panorama view and now 

and then there was a sense of being on 

a roller coaster with the carriage 
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snaking before us. We passed a fairy tale village with thatched rooves alongside a 

waterway, then past a railway tavern, a field of tall maize nearing maturity and a 

tractor ploughing chocolate soil. The train seemed to be travelling faster now. A 

mountain range appeared on the left overlaid with shadows from the evening sun. 

Some weeks after this journey south, in early November a tragic accident took place 

near the village of Ufton Nervet when the 17.35 London to Plymouth express 

travelling at 100 miles an hour struck a car that had parked across the tracks. A major 

derailment occurred and sadly seven lives were lost. Fortunately rail accidents are rare 

and it is more dangerous driving the car to the railway station than it is travelling by 

rail. 

 

Taunton was next and as we pulled into the station we watched two girls riding their 

horses through the well-manicured 

hedgerows and country lanes. We were 

only travelling standard class but it didn’t 

make a scrap of difference. We had 

passed through velvet green and brown 

patchwork fields and could only agree 

with that description of England that often 

refers to it as “a green and pleasant land”. 

We lost our talkative companions here 

and an African couple, rather large well-

dressed people, replaced them. Their gold 

accessories sparkled against their dark 

shiny skin. In no time we were at Exeter St David. From the six-platform station we 

could see the “Red Cow Inn”. A public relations sign on the platform linked with our 

arrival read, “First 17.44 we have a travelling chef on board”. Leaving Exeter St 

David we crossed a wide river decorated with white swans. Three church spires 

punctured the skyline and towered over the urban sprawl.  We were pushing south 

now and we had lost our short distance travellers. Others had retired to the two 

coaches designated as quiet areas. No mobile phones were allowed but I am not sure 

how they controlled the snoring!! Sheep with black faces and wallowing ducks gave 

way to the coastline where water stretched to the horizon. Two fisherman in their 

orange protective overalls leaned against a boat as we passed Red Rock where people 

were enjoying the millpond conditions by casting a line. At this point the train hugged 

the coast. We passed Tiegmouth and stretched on through territory that must be the 

prettiest in the UK. 

 

As we approached Newton Abbott the light was fading through an overcast sky and 

there was a noticeable chill in the air. We lost more passengers and from where I was 

sitting I could count ten vacant seats. We were advised that the stop would last three 

to four minutes, the buffet bar was open again and there would be a change of crew. 

As we left our train took us high over a farmyard where a huge sow pig laid full 

length in the dirt after a tiring day and a tattered scarecrow stood alone, having scared 

all the pesky peckers away. We passed the South Devon railways on the right and 

pulled into Totnes, an open platform. An English heritage flag fluttered above he 

nearby castle wall and houses tucked beneath a leafy cover seemed ready for the night 

ahead.  

Weary people walked from the train melting into the nearby streets. Off again and 

through the inky darkness of a tunnel we emerged into more green pastures. Beryl 
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sought relief and treated herself to a coffee with all 

sorts of throwaway packages. I think I indulged a 

little too. The outskirts of Plymouth were upon us 

in no time. The train wound its way around the 

estuary that looked nicely dressed with the tide 

fully in. A mass of uniform terraced houses stacked 

like a pack of cards on a hillside was a strange sight 

for an Aussie. The evening light lingers longer in 

September and by now it was 6.45 pm as we pulled 

into Plymouth. Leaving Plymouth the train 

travelled past the harbour with its tall cranes and 

red aviation warning lights. This was where the 

Mayflower left with the Pilgrim Fathers bound for 

America and the Curnows with many other Cornish 

families left for South Australia in the 1800’s. 

 

On then to Saltash. The two bridges appeared spanning the Tamar River. On our right 

between the girders and the cars the big sign read, “Welcome to Cornwall” A 

magnificent sweeping view of Plymouth and scores of pretty boats unfolded before 

us. This was the view obscured by heavy rain on our previous trip up to London in 

August. From the window of the train we had seen black clouds over the north coast 

and the rain had been so heavy that it was impossible to take photos. On arriving at 

Heathrow we saw a newsflash that said 6cms of rain had fallen in less than two hours 

at Boscastle. (More than a hundred people had been evacuated and fifty vehicles had 

been swept away. We were stunned by the news and recalled the Cob Web Inn in the 

main street where we had eaten with friends). This time nothing would spoil our 

spectacular view from Brunnel’s Royal Albert Bridge. Brunnel joined the Great 

Western Railway at the age of 27. His bridge contains 4000 tons of iron and was 

opened on 4 May 1859. A contemporary at the time had remarked that this expansion 

of the rail system would destroy the isolation of the ‘wild west’. The Tamar River 

certainly separates the Counties, the bridge unites them and leads to the Western 

corner of Britain, that land apart with its narrow congested roads and names awkward 

to a strangers tongue. It remains a little remote and clearly distinct from its English 

neighbours. It was D H Lawrence who once described Cornwall as “so peaceful, so 

far off from the world”. 

 

Our train followed the watercourse through the trees playing hide and seek with the 

water and its boats. Another tunnel, then a high viaduct overpass left waterfront 

houses and moored yachts looking tiny below us. As we followed the Fowey valley I 

began to feel that we were actually in that other Kingdom of Kernow. The fields 

seemed larger in north Cornwall and woolly sheep with strong Cornish resolve stayed 

positioned in the field, undisturbed by the noise of the train. A tractor off loaded 

potatoes or flower bulbs into a waiting truck. There are 34 of Brunnel’s Viaducts 

between Plymouth and Truro and we passed over a good number of them that spanned 

the deep valleys that run inland from the Coast. From this stunning scenery we glided 

gently into the open platform at Liskeard. 

 

Bodmin Parkway was the next stop where you can catch a bus to Wadebridge and 

Padstow. It is a smart platform and many cars were parked at the station. I gained the 

impression we were now offloading commuters from Plymouth and gathering the 
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early evening travellers. The track 

then took us through hillside cuttings 

again reminding us of the undulating 

terrain of Cornwall. Through the 

ancient town of Lostwithiel, once 

Cornwall’s capital, then Par and the 

urban sprawl of St Austell where 

double decker buses lined up to 

welcome us. It was not long before we 

were passing high over the city of 

Truro looking down on the streets below. All eyes turned to view the centre piece of 

the city, the towers of Truro Cathedral, the most contemporary cathedral in Britain 

completed in the early 1900’s. An announcement informed us that at this stage we 

were 8 minutes late. (Not bad for a 5-hour journey). This is where you interchange to 

travel to Falmouth Docks, Perranvell, Penryn or Petmere. The train rushed on to 

cover the last leg of its journey through the old mining towns of Redruth and 

Camborne. These places of granite and tin contest the softer countryside. Tiny 

miners cottages and old buildings reflect an era when a massive labour force 

energised this area during the industrial years. A little further on old engine houses 

and chimneystacks stand silhouetted on the horizon like sentinels keeping watch over 

the Cornish countryside. These dismantled mines reflect an earlier ancient industry in 

tin, when the Phoenicians traded 

with the Cornish. Manor House 

farms and wooded valleys 

passed quickly now. We were 

on a downhill run to Penzance 

and the train seemed impatient 

to finish the 305-mile journey in 

less than five hours. This is an 

ancient part of Britain, the most 

remote region of the South West 

where evidence of the Stoneage 

remains strong, where the 

original Celts retreated into the extremities. We glide through green channels of 

growth where the blackberries have passed their best but nothing disturbed the 

contented cows feasting on a carpet of green. Another viaduct and we look down on 

the tiny village of Angarrack nestled in the valley. The village of one of my Chapels 

when at Hayle and a place where long ago they smelted tin and crushed grain with the 
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help of the local waterwheel. We watched as we whisked past the Methodist Manse at 

Hayle where we had spent our first twelve months in Cornwall. Then it was over the 

long curving viaduct where moored boats lined the old, now derelict harbour awaiting 

regeneration. 

 

After a brief pause at St Erth 

where the junction to St Ives 

connects, the train meandered 

around a curve past the Marazion 

swamp, a haven for rabbits and 

birds protected by the Royal 

Society. Then on the left St 

Michael’s Mount appeared and 

the water of the bay greeted us. 

The Mount has many moods and 

seems to change colour constantly 

with the sky and sea. It has been 

the site of a Priory, a sanctuary and a 

fortress over the years. My ancestor 

Thomas and his wife Elizabeth would 

have viewed it every day from their 

thatched cottage at Newtown. This 

pretty spot is real ‘Curnow heartland’ 

indeed. 

 

Just a few weeks earlier on a sunny 

Saturday afternoon I had watched 

sailing boats on the bay. The Laser Nationals, hosted by the Mounts Bay sailing club. 

229 sailing boats competed in the light winds and in the shadow of St Michael’s 

Mount. As the train arrived at Penzance one of the great rail rides drew to a close. 

The average speed of the journey was 

lowered at some points due to the curving 

switchback nature of the route, but we were 

told that this track that meanders along the 

Devon and Cornish Coast provides some of 

the best window views in Southern Britain. 

Having tasted and seen we were ready to 

believe it now, and even if this leaves you 

sitting on your luggage at Penzance for 

awhile it certainly beats the tedious 

marathon of road travel. 

 

 

 

 

 
A cottage at Newtown in 1800’s 


